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We humans are capable of great good. In the time that our species has 
been on Earth, we have done remarkable things to improve the human 
condition. But a dark and horrible side of our nature often comes to the 
surface in the form of military conflict. With sad regularity, our leaders 
become filled with greed, intolerance, and lust for power, resulting in 
bloodshed and cruelty that has become more and more horrible as 
our methods of killing become more efficient. Indeed, war is the most 
hideous of human experiences and is tragically a regular feature of our 
history.

However, in the midst of wartime horror, sometimes people and events 
come together and give some hope that, in the end, the positive aspects 
of human nature will triumph over our evil side. Scheherazade Cat: The 
Story of a War Hero is an example of how love, loyalty, and kindness 
can shine through the darkness of war, and restore faith in the human 
spirit.

This is the true story of Lieutenant David Haines, a United States 
Army chemical weapons officer, and Scheherazade, a calico kitten from 
Failaka Island, Kuwait. He met her while performing a mission there 
during the Persian Gulf War. Scheherazade was playing with a small 
bomb during this meeting, but fortunately it did not detonate. Seeing 
this alerted Lt. Haines to the presence of other mines, allowing his squad 
to retreat safely. Recognizing that this encounter may have saved his life 
and those of his men, the soldier adopted Scheherazade and brought her 
to America.

This is a simple tale about a chance encounter, but it is also a heartwarming 
lesson that showing kindness and loyalty to a small creature in the midst 
of extreme danger brings out the best in us. For this reason, the message 
of this book is a positive one that demonstrates the value of compassion 
and goodness.
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The STory of a War hero

A small calico kitten played among the ancient 
ruins of a town built thousands of years before she 
was born. Like the other cats in her country, she 
was small and wiry, and when she spoke, she let 
out a loud, plaintive, wail of a meow.

Her home, an island called Failaka, was hot, 
dry and dusty, like all the lands around it. Her 
ancestors were seafaring cats who had killed rats 
on ships. For this valuable service, the people on 
Failaka Island had treated the cats with kindness.
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Scheherezade caTabout the hero

This book honors a wonderful cat who honorably 
served her native land in wartime and was thus 
awarded United States citizenship and a good life with 
people who loved her.

This brave veteran, who survived the Persian Gulf War 
behind enemy lines for the first part of her life, lost her 
final battle in 2005, surrendering to cancer, which the 
armies of Saddam Hussein and a harsh desert could 
not claim.

She is sadly missed and will always be remembered 
with great affection. The following pages pay additional 
respect to some of her human friends who proudly 
shared her wartime adventures:

Scheherazade Cat, sleeping.
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LieuTenanT david d. haineSabout the Lieutenant

First Lieutenant David D. Haines, United States Army, was 
Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical Defense officer for a downtrace 
unit of the 82nd Airborne Division during the Persian Gulf 
War. Following the conflict, he was part of a special operation, 
commanded by General Charles Getz (U.S. Army, Retired), 
to identify and retrieve high-value military equipment left in 
Kuwait by retreating Iraqi forces. It was during the performance 
of a part of this mission, which Lt. Haines organized with the 
Kuwait Navy, that he met Scheherazade.

After leaving the Army in 1991, he earned a Ph.D. in Immunology 
and has devoted his career to characterization of chronic 
illness among populations exposed to military toxicants. In this 
capacity, he established the first collaborative program since 
1979, between American and Iranian scientists for the study of 
chemical weapons effects. He is co-founder and Chief Science 
Officer for Essential Biotherapeutics, S.A.R.L., a Swiss-registered 
biotechnology corporation established to make use of findings 
in studies of war-linked illness for the development of novel 
approaches to the prevention of and therapy for serious chronic 
disease.

He is widely published in peer-reviewed scientific literature and 
is currently director of TRINITY, a program focused on cellular 
senescence, designed to utilize adaptive responses to oxidative 
stress in ways with potential for lifespan extension. Dr. Haines 
is currently employed as a pharmaceutical researcher at the 
Faculty of Pharmacy, Department of Pharmacology, University 
of Debrecen, in Debrecen, Hungary. He is married to the author 
of this book.

Lieutenant Haines in wardroom of the warship Istiqlal, May 1991.
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capTain Marc Garciaabout the captain

Captain Marc Garcia, United States Army, was 
a Military Police & Special Operations Forces (Civil 
Affairs) officer who served with Lieutenant Haines 
in the equipment collection operation. During this 
operation, Captain Garcia used his experience as a 
U.S. State Department security specialist to build 
a network of military and private sector support 
for the equipment recovery mission. Captain 
Garcia remained in the Army following the war 
and retired as a full Colonel in 2013.

Captain Marc Garcia.
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Major frank j. LaBudaabout the Major

As Major Frank J. LaBuda, United States 
Army, he was assigned to the 22nd Support 
COSCOM during the Persian Gulf War, charged 
with providing logistical support to units in the 
field. His specialty was military prosecution and 
war crimes investigation.

After the war, Major LaBuda worked with 
Lieutenant Haines to collect information that 
was later used by investigators at the University 
of Connecticut, for research into health effects of 
wartime chemical exposure.

Following his return to the United States, Major 
LaBuda was appointed as a New York State 
Supreme Court Judge. He remained in the Army 
as a reserve officer, and retired as a colonel in 
2011.

Major Frank J. LaBuda.
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capTain khaLid aL-kandariabout the navy

Kuwait Navy Captain Khalid Al-Kandari 
worked with Lieutenant Haines’ team to provide 
Kuwaiti naval assets in support of efforts to recover 
abandoned equipment on Failaka Island.

These efforts included repair and restoration of 
the civilian ferry used by the Iraqis to resupply 
their garrison on the island during the occupation. 
Lieutenant Haines, Captain Garcia, and their 
Kuwaiti colleagues were eventually able to use 
this boat to move a large number of Iraqi armored 
vehicles to the mainland, where General Getz 
facilitated their use in ongoing Allied military 
operations.

Captain Khalid Al-Kandari, left, with Abdulhameed Al-Othman, right, 

also known as “The Ghost of Failaka”.
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STephanie c. foxabout the author

Stephanie C. Fox, J.D. is a historian, author, 
and editor. She is a graduate of William Smith 
College and the University of Connecticut 
School of Law. She runs an editing service called 
QueenBeeEdit, which caters to politicians, military 
officers, physicians, and scientists.

Ms. Fox has written several books on a variety 
of topics, including the effects of human 
overpopulation on the environment, Asperger’s, 
and travel to Kuwait and Hawai‘i. Her areas of 
interest include – but are not limited to – history, 
herstory, women’s studies, biographies, dystopian 
and science fiction, environmental studies and 
environmental law, international relations, the 
economic meltdown of 2008, and cats.

Stephanie C. Fox, sitting in a traditional Kuwaiti tent,

woven by the women of Al Sadu House.
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MiLena radevaabout the iLLuStrator

Milena Radeva is a children’s book illustrator living 
and working in Bulgaria. Milena works in the field of 
children’s books illustration and owes her unique style 
to the fact that her illustrations are all hand-drawn.

She graduated in Illustration from the National Art 
Academy of Sofia in 2012, and she is working on her 
Ph.D. thesis about Bulgarian illustrations.

In 2014, Milena Radeva and her colleague, Ilia Boyarov, 
presented their first exhibition: Animalia. It features 
scientific illustration and sculpture, which in 2015 
made a national tour in 12 cities. In 2016, Milena and 
Ilia will present their second exhibition,Animalia 
Aves. 
Milena has illustrated more than 50 books for
publishers and authors around the world, and is
looking forward to many more!

Milena Radeva.
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